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We report on the possibility of switching the emission rate of photoelectrons by polarization
changes in the plasmon excitation light. Photoelectron emission is strongly enhanced in the near-
field of localized surface plasmons and occurs from areas with typical diameters of 20-70 nm. The
underlying physical process involves excitation of a localized surface plasmon polariton with a
femtosecond laser pulse, and a subsequent multi-photon photoemission process. The non-linearity
of this process leads to a sharp polarization dependence that allows efficient switching of the
emission. We demonstrate that a 90 polarization change can result in on/off ratios of 100 for
electron emission.VC 2011 American Institute of Physics. [doi:10.1063/1.3615783]
Surface plasmon polaritons have attracted wide interest
for applications in ultrafast electronic and photonic devices,
information devices, and for enhanced electron and light mi-
croscopy. The most efficient control approach in many of
these applications is by a coherent interaction between exci-
tation and plasmonic response. Coherent control has already
been established in atomic and molecular physics and in
semiconductor devices.1,2 It is now actively developed also
in the area of plasmonics.3–5 Much research has focused on
the intensity and pulse delay in lasers for control, but polar-
ization control has also found attention,6 particularly in tip
geometries for single molecule spectroscopy.7,8 When com-
bined with plasmon-induced enhancement effects, coherent
control is expected to allow the addressing of individual
nanoscale systems and single molecules. Theoretical aspect
of coherent control in nanoplasmonics has been discussed in
several review articles.9,10
Here, we explore the possibility of using polarization
properties of light to alter the spatial distribution of plasmon-
enhanced photoelectron emission in nanoscale metal random
structures.
Metal random nanostructures were fabricated from 60 nm
thick gold layers on conductive glass substrates by using ion
milling with a focused Gaþ beam in a FEI DB237 dual-beam
system. The Au films were prepared by vacuum evaporation
on 60-80 nm thick conductive indium-tin-oxide films on glass
of 0.2 mm thickness. Gaþ beam currents of 100 pA and beam
voltages of 30 kV were used. The 3 min ion milling reduced
the average Au thickness unevenly and resulted in random
structures as shown in Figure 1. Typically, the films have a
gold coverage of 50%, a fractal dimension of 1.30, and a
smallest feature size of 100 nm.11 790 nm light in 100-fs
pulses at a frequency of 80 MHz was used to excite localized
surface plasmons in this structure, and an aberration-corrected
photoemission electron microscope (PEEM) was used to
visualize the spatial plasmon intensity distribution.12 The laser
beam was polarized to >99% linearity by a tunable
wave plate and focused to an incident spot of about 100-lm
diameter. The angle of incidence was 60 to the electron
microscope optical axis and surface normal.
The 790 nm light pulses illuminated the Au layer from
the top side and indirectly from the bottom side (Fig. 1). In an
area of 10 10 lm2, we can typically identify 1000 local-
ized photoemission areas. The pulsed light excites surface
plasmons in the metal film. Due to the random morphology of
the film, the plasmon response is localized, and very large
non-propagating plasmon amplitudes are produced in some
areas of the film. In these plasmon hot spots and in their near-
field region, a strong enhancement of photoelectron emission
FIG. 1. (Color online) (a) Au fractal random structure—bright areas are
gold and dark areas are ITO/glass; (b) illumination scheme for plasmon
excitation and photoemission; and (c) photemission hot spot from indium-
tin-oxide (ITO) in the gap of a plasmonic Au nanostructure.
a)Author to whom correspondence should be addressed. Electronic mail:
rkoe@pdx.edu.
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is observed.13–15 In our case, the photoemission occurs in a 3-
photon process that provides a quantum energy of 4.7 eV.
This energy is sufficient for electron emission from the in-
dium-tin-oxide (ITO), but insufficient for photoemission from
the gold, which has a higher workfunction. As a consequence,
the PEEM images predominantly show photoemission from
ITO at the gold film edges as shown in Fig. 1(c).
Figure 2 shows examples of the photoemission hot spot
spatial distribution and its polarization dependence. When
the polarization angle of the excitation light is changed,
strong changes in the hot spot location and intensities are
observed. Part (b) of the figure shows the polarization de-
pendence of two hot spot pairs, whose response is phase
shifted by 90. As a consequence of this phase shift, the two
pairs are alternatively seen to be on or off. A simple basic
understanding of the polarization dependence can be
obtained by assuming that the gold nanostructure consists of
antenna-like domains in which dipole characteristics domi-
nate the multi-pole moments. Studies relating to the surface
enhanced Raman effect have shown that the largest enhance-
ment factors typically occur in the gaps of coupled metal
junction. Figure 1(c) shows an example of this type of struc-
ture. In gap structures, the emission intensity is largest when
the polarization is aligned across the gap.16–18 When the
polarization and the cross-gap direction enclose an angle h,
the electric field component across the gap is proportional to
cos h, and the intensity to cos2h. The non-linear character of
the 3-photon process brings in a third power dependence for
the intensity, giving a cos6h dependence for the photoemis-
sion rate in this simple model. As is shown in Fig. 2(c), this
power law gives a reasonable fit to the polarization depend-
ence of the hot spots. From evaluating a large number of sin-
gle hot spots, we find that the polarization dependence has a
full width at half maximum of just 526 4, which is much
smaller than that of a pure dipole response. This finding is
somewhat surprising for a random structure, but may mainly
be attributed to the large enhancement strength of dipolar
gap structures.3,19
The high power of the cos h dependence increases the
switching contrast: A 90 change in polarization angle comes
along with a very strong emission intensity change. Evaluat-
ing Figure 2(b), we find that the polarization-induced on/off
ratio is of the order of 100 at a given location. Thus, all pho-
toemission hot spots can be switched effectively by polariza-
tion changes and the distribution seen in Figure 2(a) can
completely be changed with a 90 polarization change, i.e.,
hot spots which were “on” before the switching, are effec-
tively “off” after switching, and a different non-overlapping
hot spot pattern appears after a 90 polarization change.
Polarization switching of infrared and visible light can
be performed near the terahertz frequency range.20 In princi-
ple, there thus exists a highly effective control mechanism
for plasmon-assisted photoelectron emission. Using different
material combinations and optimizing surface, morphology
and workfunction, may considerably increase the emission
efficiency of these nanoscale, ultrafast electron sources.
Figure 3 shows a histogram for the number of hot spots
for a given polarization of the excitation light based again on
approximately 700 hot spots. We note a surprisingly strong
deficiency in the number of hot spots that have their maximum
emission rate for p-polarized incident light. Most hot spots are
FIG. 2. (Color) (a) Photoemission hot spots in a 4 4 lm2 viewing area.
The color of the hot spots relates to the polarization angle of the excitation
light as specified in the legend to the left of the micrograph. (b) Two pairs of
neighboring hot spots with differing polarization response. The red-marked
hot spots emit at a polarization angle of 45, while the spots in green emit
at þ45. The intensity change upon 90 polarization change at one location
is of the order of 100. (c) Plot of the photoemission rate vs. polarization
angle for 700 hot spots and a fitting of the experimental results with a cos6h
function. A cos2h function (broken line) is also provided for comparison.
FIG. 3. (Color) Histogram of a population of 700 hot spots with their peak
photoemission rates at various polarization angles of excitation light.
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instead responding to s-polarized light with electric field vec-
tor in the sample plane. We interpret this experimental result
with two different excitation processes—one for p-polarized
light that predominantly generates propagating surface plas-
mon modes in the Au sheet and, secondly, the excitation of
localized modes that is not sensitive to the polarization angle.
The results of Figure 3 thus indicate that the p-polarized light
is mainly consumed by non-localized modes, which do not
generate hot spots,21 while s-polarized light, which does not
generate propagating modes due to momentum conservation
rules, is responsible for most of the observed emission hot
spots.22 The excitation of localized plasmon modes with s-
polarized light is therefore the main mechanism visible in
these experiments.
To conclude, we found that the spatial distribution of
photoelectron emission in random metal structures can effec-
tively be controlled by the polarization of the excitation light.
This somewhat surprising result is explained in terms of
domains whose response has predominantly dipolar character
defined by gap-like geometries. Due to the non-linearity in the
underlying multi-photon process, the polarization dependence
is even sharper than for an ideal dipole. We typically find a
cos6h law to describe the polarization dependence. As a con-
sequence, polarization changes of 90 produce very large on/
off ratios at a photoemission hot spot. With the small scale of
the spot, typically 20-70 nm, and the fast response times of
localized surface plasmons, typically 10 fs, interesting appli-
cations for fast nanoscale electron sources appear feasible.
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